Shaughn Morgan advises LPMA on Land issues

Minister for Lands Tony Kelly said today he was pleased to announce the engagement of Shaughn Morgan to work with the Land and Property Management Authority (LPMA) on issues of major importance to farmers.

“Mr Morgan, as former CEO of NSW Farmers, is well placed to advise LPMA on finalising the conversion of perpetual leases and closure of Crown roads,” Mr Kelly said.

“He has a strong understanding of these two issues from the point of view of the stakeholders, our state’s farmers.

“It is important to LPMA and farmers that these two key programs are completed successfully.

“There remain issues around the treatment and value of roads and the allocation of covenants over some lease conversions.

“Mr Morgan’s experience will make for an important contribution in the advise to the LPMA on addressing these outstanding issues.

“The Keneally Government remains committed to its goals of protecting environmental and conservation values of these lands while entrusting long-term sustainable management to farmers.”